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Introduction

Bronchovascular anatomical variations can pose technical 
challenges during lobectomy and segmentectomy (1). 
Familiarity with these anatomical variations and careful 
identification during surgery can prevent accidental 
intraoperative injury or division. Pulmonary arterial vessel 
originating from the mediastinal aspect of the left main 
pulmonary artery is termed mediastinal type. Vessels arising 
distal to the truncus superior from the truncus intermedius 
in the fissure is the interlobar type. Vessels originating 
within the intralobar lung segment is the segmental or 
subsegmental types. Truncus superior have a mediastinal 

origin from the left main pulmonary artery and are the 
commonest mediastinal types (2). The lingular arterial 
supply may have a mediastinal origin where it is solely 
mediastinal in 18% and mixed mediastinal and interlobar in 
12%. The segmental arterial supply (A8) is solely intralobar 
and mediastinal origin has not been reported previously. In 
this case report a rare anomalous mediastinal origin of a left 
lower lobe anterior segmental artery (A8) accidently divided 
during a left video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) upper 
lobectomy is described.
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Abstract: Bronchovascular anatomical variations can pose technical challenges during lobectomy and 
especially segmentectomy where these structures are embedded deep in the lung parenchyma. Familiarity 
with these anatomical variations helps avoid intraoperative injury and accidental division. Mediastinal 
origin of left upper lobe apicoposterior (truncus superior) and lingula arterial branches (A4+5) is common. 
However mediastinal origin of left lower lobe segmental pulmonary branches is very rare and has not been 
reported in the literature. An anomalous mediastinal origin of left lower lobe anterior segmental artery (A8) 
noted during a left video-assisted thoracic surgery (VATS) upper lobectomy in a 69 years old male with stage 
1 lung cancer is described. The artery was mistaken for a mediastinal lingula branch (A4+5) during surgery 
and was divided accidentally. The injury was recognised intraoperatively and primary end to end vascular 
repair was done by VATS, with the patient making an uneventful recovery. Awareness of this rare anatomical 
variant can help prevent intraoperative vascular injury or accidental ligation during left VATS lobectomy. 
Injuries due to anomalous bronchovascular anatomical variations can be prevented by preoperative planning 
by 3-dimensional contrast enhanced computer tomography and by careful intraoperative dissection and 
identification of mediastinal and interlobar vessels distally into the respective segments before ligation.
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Case presentation

Patient is a 69 years old male non-smoker with a past 
history of carcinoma of prostate. During routine positron 
emission tomography (PET) computed tomography (CT) 
surveillance scan for prostate cancer a solitary left upper 
lobe spiculated nodule suspicious for lung cancer was 
detected (Figure 1). He underwent a left VATS wedge 
excision of the nodule. Intraoperative frozen section 
analysis of the nodule confirmed it to be a non-small cell 
lung cancer. A completion left VATS upper lobectomy and 
systematic lymph node dissection was done at the same 
session. During the lobectomy the interlobar lingula A4 
and A5 vessels were noted to be small. After division of 
the upper lobe truncus and interlobar arterial branches a 
mediastinal origin of a segmental artery was noted. Due to 
the mediastinal origin and the small interlobar A4+5 lingula 
branches it was deemed to be a mediastinal lingula artery 
and was stapled and divided. However during mobilisation 

of the left upper lobe bronchus it was noted that the divided 
mediastinal artery was actually supplying the anterior 
(S8) segment of lower lobe and not the lingula segment. 
The lobectomy was completed by dividing the upper 
lobe bronchus and major fissure with staplers. Primary 
anastomosis of the divided A8 vessels was then reconstructed 
by VATS. The proximal and distal ends were mobilised 
to ensure a tension free anastomosis. Proximal and distal 
control of the pulmonary vessels was obtained with vascular 
clamps. The proximal and distal stapled ends were divided 
and primary end to end anastomosis was done with two 
continuous 6-0 prolene sutures, starting first with the 
posterior vascular wall and then finishing with the anterior 
wall. After completion of the anastomosis the clamps were 
removed and the anastomosis was checked for patency and 
hemostasis. Air leak check was done followed by application 
of tissue glue (Video 1). Patient made an uneventful recovery 
and was discharged on post-operative day 2. Final histology 
was adenocarcinoma stage 1a (T1N0M0). A retrospective 
review of a CT coronary scan done 6 years previously did 
demonstrate the presence of this anomalous vessel (Video 2).

All procedures performed in this study were in 
accordance with the ethical standards of the institutional 
and/or national research committee(s) and with the Helsinki 
Declaration (as revised in 2013). Written informed consent 
was obtained from the patient for publication of this case 
report and accompanying images and videos. A copy of the 
written consent is available for review by the editorial office 
of this journal. 

Discussion

Bronchovascular anatomical variations can pose technical 

Figure 1 CT scan thorax showing left upper lobe lung cancer.

Video 1 Left video assisted thoracoscopic lobectomy upper 
lobectomy.

Video 2 CT coronary showing anomalous mediastinal A8.
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challenges during lobectomy and especially segmentectomy 
where these structures are embedded deep in the lung 
parenchyma. Familiarity with these anatomical variations 
helps avoid intraoperative injury and accidental division (2-5).

Vascular structures of the lung include the pulmonary 
arteries, pulmonary veins, and bronchial arteries. Segmental 
pulmonary arteries parallel the bronchi. Unlike the 
segmental veins which run in the intersegmental plane 
between two adjacent segmental bronchi, the subsegmental 
veins run in the intra-segmental and interlobular septa 
parallel to the segmental and subsegmental pulmonary 
artery branches and bronchi. Though most common 
variations are due to venous drainage significant anatomic 
variations exist in the number and origin of anomalous 
pulmonary arterial supply to the lobes and segments (2-5).

Anatomic variations on the left lung are more common 
than on the right (3,4). Pulmonary arterial branches to 
the left upper lobe can vary from 2 to 7 and are divided 
into mediastinal, interlobar and segmental/subsegmental 
types. When the vessel originates from the mediastinal 
aspect of the left main pulmonary artery it is a mediastinal 
type. Vessels arising distal to the truncus superior from the 
truncus intermedius in the fissure is the Interlobar type. 
Vessels originating within the intralobar lung segment is 
the segmental/subsegmental types. Truncus superior is the 
commonest mediastinal type followed by lingula branch 
(A4+5). The lingula arterial supply is solely mediastinal 
in 18% and mixed mediastinal and interlobar in 12%. 
The segmental arterial supply (A8) is solely intralobar and 
mediastinal origin has not been reported previously (2).

Recognition of this aberrant origin during left VATS 
upper lobectomy is important as it could be mistaken for 
mediastinal lingula type and be injured or accidentally 
ligated. This is especially if the interlobar A4+5 is very small 
as was in this case. In retrospect what was thought to be 

the unusually large A1+2c posterior branch was probably a 
common trunk origin of A4 lingula branch with an adjacent 
smaller A1+2c branch (Figures 2,3). Such intraoperative 
complication can be avoided by detailed preoperative study 
for possible bronchovascular anatomical variations by 
simulated 3-dimensional multidetector contrast enhanced 
computer tomography (6,7). This should be supplemented 
further by meticulous intraoperative dissection and careful 
identification of mediastinal and interlobar vessels distally 
into the respective segments before ligation.

Conclusions

Though anomalous mediastinal origin of left lower lobe 
segmental arterial vessels is very rare as compared to lingula 
vessels it should always be verified intraoperatively as A4+5 
or A8 by careful dissection to avoid inadvertent injury or 
ligation during left VATS upper lobectomy.
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Figure 2 Intraoperative picture of A1+2c and A4a+b.
Figure 3  Intraoperative picture after left video assisted 
thoracoscopic upper lobectomy.
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